
Lab Notebook: September 28th 2021-February 1st 2022

Title of Project: Rare Immune Cells Significantly Associated with Severe COVID-19

Date: September 28, 2021
Objectives:
★ Review background information for project
★ Start project proposal

Notes:
★ Primary research question answered in the project will be if the number of rare immune

cell types is higher in patients with severe COVID-19
○ This task will be accomplished using R coding language

★ If there is time I can also investigate the names of the rare immune cell types using cell
naming databases

★ The data will come from a recently published paper, and is all deidentified and publicly
available

★ Teacher signature on SRC Form 1A
Next Goal:
★ Review R and R sample codes
★ Search for papers about rare immune cells
★ Write 1-2 paragraphs about the background and significance of rare immune cells

Questions I have:
★ What are the criteria for “severe COVID-19”

○ Mentor Answer: In this project, severe COVID-19 will be defined as admission to
the hospital

Date: October 5, 2021
Objectives:
★ Set-up shared google drive folder
★ Obtain feedback on first paragraph of research proposal
★ Discuss single cell RNA sequencing and questions from literature review

Notes:
★ No questions so far about R or R sample codes
★ Single cell RNA sequencing is a technique that allows the quantification of gene

expression levels of individual cells
Next Goal:
★ Continue reading background documents
★ Revise the introduction of research proposal

Date: October 12, 2021



Objectives:
★ Discuss methods for Research Proposal
★ Determine if I have access to the technology required to determine the rare cell types

Notes:
★ Mentor will determine what the rare cell types are due to technology limitations
★ I will find the number of rare cell types though, and create all tables and figures

Next Goal:
★ Add methods to research proposal
★ Finish literature search

Date: October 19, 2021
Objectives:
★ Set up R on computer

Notes:
★ Due to technical glitches, I should use R Studio, which can be used on any type of laptop

Next Goal:
★ Revise research proposal based on feedback

Date: November 16, 2021
Objectives:
★ Discuss R packages required and download them

Notes:
★ Tidyverse package downloaded, which is a common package used for data analysis
★ Next meeting I will begin project research
★ R Studio account set up

Next Goal:
★ Review sample R code provided by mentor

Date: November 30, 2021
Objectives:
★ Begin project research

Notes:
★ A UMAP is a dimensional reduction figure of dimensional reduction
★ The meta file contains all of the publicly available data that I will use in my project

Next Goal:
★ Create a table showing the type of donor (COVID-19 versus healthy), admission level,

sex, and number of each rare cell type

Date: December 7, 2021



Objectives:
★ Ask question and obtain feedback about how table should be formatted
★ Ask what the difference is between donor C1A and C1B

Notes:
★ C1A and C1B are cell samples from the same donor collected at different times
★ Each rare cell type should have a column, and the number of each cell should be listed for

all donors
Next Goal:
★ Finish table before next meeting

Date: December 14, 2021
Objectives:
★ Review table

Next Goal:
★ Obtain file containing marker genes from mentor
★ Create another table displaying log2fold change of each of the rare cell types and the total

number of them in in severe COVID-19 cases and healthy individuals

Date: January 4, 2022
Objectives:
★ Learn how to import files into R
★ Practice creating a UMAP from sample data and sample code

Notes:
★ The UMAP requires the ggplot function

Next Goal:
★ Finish second table with marker genes

Date: January 11, 2022
Objectives:
★ Finish second data table
★ Discuss what marker genes are

Notes:
★ Marker genes are significant because they are genes that are only expressed in the rare

subtype, and can be used to identify and differentiate the rare subtype from the major cell
type

★ CellKb database will be used to search for the names of rare cell types
★ Set up CellKb account

Next Goal:
★ Begin searching marker genes in database and add results to second data table
★ Search for papers supporting the use of CellKb



Date: January 18, 2022
Objectives:
★ Discuss findings from CellKb name search

Notes:
★ Although some names came up for the marker genes, none of the results were conclusive

on a single name that was different than the major cell type indicator except for the two
Activated_Granulocytes, which are neutrophil cells

Next Goal:
★ Search: “marker genes and COVID-19” to obtain papers for conclusion
★ Fill in “unknown” names in second data table
★ Begin working on research paper, adding the tables in under results

Date: January 25, 2022
Objectives:
★ Create first UMAP showing the distribution of all cells by admission levels

Notes:
★ Notes on UMAP Code:

○ Adl: admission level
○ Factor: converts characters into factor data structure. All of the characters will be

changed to the factor. The UMAP plot can only recognize the factor data
structure. Assign all of the variables to the admission level

○ The two columns for the UMAP:
○ The 20,000 genes are reduced into two dimensions. UMAP 1 is first dimension

and UMAP 2 is second dimension
○ Dimensional reduction
○ The dimension is reduced but most of the information is kept
○ Because it is only two dimensional, x represents UMAP 1 and y represents

UMAP 2
○ Each line is one cell from the patient
○ Only a part of the cells are from the ICU patients
○ Use another figure to annotate rare subtypes cells
○ Marker genes, gene expression levels comparison for the control group and ICU

group. The marker gene is highly expressed in this group
Next Goal:
★ Read research papers for conclusion
★ Create a second UMAP to show specifically the rare cell subtypes
★ Review how to conduct a Wilcoxon Ranked Sign Test using R

Question:
★ What statistical analysis should I run on the number of rare cell types in severe

COVID-19 cases?



★ Mentor Answer: Wilcoxon Ranked Sign Test in R

Date: February 1, 2022
Objectives:
★ Finish project
★ Discuss Conclusion
★ Make Violin Plots
★ Review Wilcoxon Ranked Sign Test results
★ Determine p values for Violin Plots

Notes:
★ p value for Wilcoxon Ranked Sign Test = 0.01536, so rare cell types are significantly

higher in patients with severe COVID-19
★ Marker genes could be used as a way to predict if someone develops severe COVID-19
★ p values for Violin Plots: 2.2E-16
★ Notes on Violin Plots

○ The red violin represents the gene expression of MMP9 in activated granulocyte
cells. The rare subtype violin represents the gene expression of MMP9 in the rare
cells. Suppose there are 100 cells for the activated granulocyte. We found 20 of
them are from rare cell subtypes. Then, the red violin shows gene expression
levels of MMP9 in 80 activated granulocyte cells (major cell type). The cyan
violin shows gene expression levels of MMP9 in 20 cells from the rare cell
subtype.

★ Major limitation of research: project results need to be confirmed by lab work
★ Marker genes for Activated_Granulocyte_2 are highly expressed in severe COVID-19

cases
Next Goal:
★ Finish Research Paper
★ Write Abstract
★ Finish Slide Deck


